
To gain a better understanding of the universe, UW 
Professor Hamish Robertson and his physics research 
group are playing a major role in two large experiments 
that study the mass of the neutrino.

These studies involve collaborations with peer 
institutions nationally and internationally and require 
timely, efficient transfer of huge data files for analysis 
and processing.

To meet that demand, UW-IT is implementing a 
Cyberinfrastructure Plan in support of UW’s world-class 
research programs such as those headed by Robertson. 
The plan supports disciplines as diverse as astronomy, 
atmospheric sciences, bioengineering, genomics and 
nuclear physics, among many others.

A major component of the plan is a new 100G (Gigabits 
per second) High Speed Research Network that allows 
researchers to connect directly to other research 
institutions, through the Pacific Northwest Gigapop and 
Internet2, at speeds not possible before.

UW-IT is also completing a major campus network 
backbone upgrade from 10G to 40G, which will allow 
UW researchers to move larger amounts of data at 
significantly higher speeds.

The upgraded network facilities—which are closely 
integrated with UW’s high-performance computing 
cluster Hyak, large-scale data archiving and collaboration 
service lolo, and world-class data centers—contribute to 
the cyberinfrastructure environment needed to support 
Big Data science and research at the UW.

DRIVEN TO DISCOVER

Moving Big Data at light speed

MORE INFO:    uw.edu/uwtech/services/hyak  |  uw.edu/uwtech/services/archivestorage

Professor David Baker explores the mysteries of protein folding with Research Scientist Assistant Rashmi Ravichandran.
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UW Professor David Baker and 
his team are using cutting-edge 
computing to unravel deep 

mysteries of how proteins function and 
unlock a world vastly different from  
our own.

It’s a world where treatments for viruses 
can be developed in weeks instead of 
years. Where cancer tumors can be elimi-
nated quickly and completely. Where 
global warming can be tackled by 
neutralizing carbon dioxide, and anti-
dotes can efficiently nullify toxins. 

To make this world possible, Baker 
and his team seek to solve one of the 
greatest challenges in biochemistry 
today—understanding how proteins 
fold themselves into complex three-
dimensional shapes that determine 
their function.

Naturally occurring proteins solved evolu-
tion’s challenges, said Baker, Director of 
the UW’s Institute of Protein Design, a 
world leader in this field. Unlocking their 
secrets will enable Baker and his team to 
design a new world of synthetic proteins 
to address 21st century challenges in 
medicine, energy and technology.

“Over billions of years, proteins solved 
all the problems that came up during 
evolution,” Baker said. “As we learn how 

to make new proteins with shapes we 
create, we can solve new problems we 
face today.”

Baker’s work is showing results. 
Examples include developing catalysts to 
potentially save vast amounts of energy 
in industrial processes, a drug being 
tested to neutralize gluten in food and a 
promising approach to vaccines for AIDS 
and Ebola.

This kind of research requires massive 
computing power, and that’s where 
UW-IT comes in. Baker’s team runs thou-
sands of calculations daily that would 
have been impossible even five years 
ago. Today, UW-IT provides Baker with 
more than enough computing power to 
tackle the research.

Baker uses Hyak, UW’s shared high-
performance research computing 
cluster, and lolo, the large-scale data 
archiving and collaboration service for 
researchers. He will be a major user of 

UW’s new 100G (Gigabits per second) 
High Speed Research Network, giving him 
ample computing capacity to handle vast 
amounts of data.

“Baker’s lab transfers about two 
petabytes from the Internet each year,” 
said UW-IT Research Consultant Chance 
Reschke. “If this were digital music, it 
would take 4,000 years to play it.”

“Big-Data researchers like Baker 
have driven big improvements in 
UW computing infrastructure, with 
benefits for the entire academic 
community,” said Brad Greer, UW-IT’s 
Assistant Vice President for Computing 
Infrastructure. “Initially, we focused on 
building a capable, scalable infrastruc-
ture for large researchers like David,” 
Greer said. “Thanks to them, any UW 

researcher today, large or small, has 
access to incredible capabilities at very 
low cost.”

Perhaps the most surprising thing 
about Baker’s large-scale use of UW-IT 
computing resources is that he rarely 
gives it a thought. “It just works. It’s invis-
ible. And as a researcher, that’s the way 
you want it,” Baker said. “The ease and 
speed keeps going up, and the cost keeps 
going down. And that really helps move 
our work forward.”

DID YOU KNOW...
The UW Tower Data Center received  

a 2013 EPA ENERGY STAR certification  
for superior energy efficiency and 

lowered carbon footprint, one of only 
two U.S. universities to earn it.

“The ease and speed keeps  
going up, and the cost keeps 
going down. And that really 

helps move our work forward.”

UNFOLDING NATURE’S SECRETS

Boundless research – Four all-electric micro cars with advanced technologies are now on UW 
Seattle’s campus, helping faculty and students conduct several research projects, including 
a study to increase battery lifespan. The cars are here thanks to a partnership between the 
departments of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Electrical Engineering and UW-IT.

High-performance support for research – Hyak, UW’s shared research computing 
cluster, and lolo, a large-scale data archiving and collaboration service for researchers—
both managed by UW-IT—dramatically increased power and performance in the past year, 
drawing new sponsors eager to tap into powerful research tools. UW’s computing power has 
helped attract new faculty members in Atmospheric Sciences, Biochemistry and Physics.

Globally accessible – UW students, faculty and staff can use their UW credentials to 
securely access the Internet at 5,500 campuses in the U.S. and around the world using 
eduroam, a worldwide free service providing instant, authenticated and encrypted 
network access. Visitors to the UW from participating institutions can do the same.
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All new students entering UW’s Information School 
are required to map out an academic plan leading to 
graduation. The tool of choice is MyPlan, the University’s 
online academic planning tool.

“MyPlan allows us to have deeper and more thoughtful 
conversations with students about their academic 
interests,” said Dowell Eugenio, an Informatics Academic 
Adviser. “We can track their progress with more certainty 
and advise them on what classes to take, and when.”

With MyPlan, students can develop a multi-year 
academic plan, evaluate their program against degree 
requirements, prepare for registration and have more 
productive discussions with their advisers. Recently 
added features make MyPlan even better. Students 

can now build and then electronically hand off their 
schedules to the UW’s registration system without having 
to re-enter information.

MyPlan won a 2014 Campus Technology Innovators 
Award, one of 11 honorees selected from 215 higher 
education institutions across the globe. And now, thanks 
to a grant from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 
plans are underway to bring MyPlan to students at 
Washington’s 34 Community and Technical Colleges.

MyPlan is funded in part by the Student Technology Fee 
and is a collaborative effort between students, advisers 
and partners in the Office of the Registrar, Graduate 
School, Undergraduate Academic Affairs and UW-IT.

PASSION NEVER RESTS

Award-winning MyPlan helps students plan for success

MORE INFO:    mediaamp.org  |  uw.edu/itconnect/learn/tools/canvas  |  depts.washington.edu/myplan  |  spacescout.uw.edu

Professor Nathan Kutz uses MediaAMP to help transform online education in his department.
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UW Applied Mathematics Chair 
Nathan Kutz is passionate about 
online learning.

His passion, coupled with innovative 
programs and advanced technologies, 
has made his department a national 
leader in online professional 
education.

Eight years ago, UW became the first 
to offer an online Masters in Applied 
Math. In 2011 a Computational 
Finance Masters program was added, 
ranking in the top 20 before gradu-
ating its first class.

“We’re proud of our leadership status in 
online learning,” Kutz said. “We strive to 
offer the most innovative and modern 
tools for online delivery of materials.”

One of the most important of those 
is MediaAMP, a cloud-based content-
sharing tool developed by UW-IT.

“MediaAMP transformed the way we 
managed and integrated all our online 
offerings,” Kutz said. “It’s an ideal solu-
tion that allows our department to easily 
scale up the services we offer.”

With MediaAMP, professors can 
add unlimited supplemental mate-
rial that encourages online students 
to dive deeply into recorded lectures, 

said UW-IT’s Director of Digital Media 
Platforms Laurens Banker. It adapts 
to any type of viewing device, and all 
content is tagged for easy searching. It’s 
extremely scalable, easy to use and inte-
grated seamlessly into Canvas, the UW’s 
learning management system.

“If I want, I can add one, two, three exam-
ples as five-minute mini-lectures—right 
from one spot in the video,” Kutz said. 
“I can add a paper or a Web link. Just 
execute, upload, done. Students can view 
the extra material or watch the lecture 
uninterrupted. It helps us as professors 
feel empowered to include a lot of extra 
material. And that’s transformative.”

MediaAMP, combined with Canvas, is 
also influencing pedagogy in traditional 
classrooms. “They let us do what we call 
a flipped course,” Kutz said. “Where we 
would traditionally do formal lectures, 
now those are on MediaAMP. That lets us 
use our classroom time for direct engage-
ment, interaction and problem solving.”

Together, these tools provide a 
powerful online teaching and learning 
platform, said Tom Lewis, UW-IT’s 
Director of Academic & Collaborative 
Applications. “Canvas has limited full-
featured digital media management, so 
bringing these technologies together 

allows Applied Math to easily reuse 
their content in any Canvas course.”

Other UW departments are turning 
to MediaAMP. The Foster School of 
Business uses MediaAMP to streamline 
its digital video management workflows 
and UW Libraries uses it to make its 
large video library of course reserves 

available to all three campuses.

“MediaAMP—with its FERPA compliance, 
HIPAA alignment and extremely rich 
reporting and analytics—can be used in 
a variety of teaching, clinical or research 
settings,” Lewis said.

“Delivering lectures used to be our 
central focus. Now we can think about 
all the other things that help students 
learn better and have a richer experi-
ence,” Kutz said. “Ultimately, it’s all this 
rich content that makes a program so 
much better.”

DID YOU KNOW...
SpaceScout, a Web and mobile  

app that helps UW students find the 
perfect study spot, now lets students 

review and message friends about  
these spaces.

“MediaAMP transformed the 
way we managed and integrated 

all our online offerings.”

AMPING UP ONLINE EDUCATION

MyUW Mobile: Your class schedule when you need it – MyUW Mobile 
Web application helps students track tuition and fee balances, classes, 
textbooks, registration and even grades at the touch of a screen—and from 
any mobile device.

Enhancing teaching and learning – Canvas, UW’s learning management 
system, supports teaching and learning—with more than 47,000 students 
participating in more than 3,000 Canvas courses. Enhancements from UW-IT 
and UW Libraries let students connect with librarians and research resources 
directly from their courses in Canvas.

Making videos accessible – It’s easier than ever for UW departments, 
faculty and staff to caption videos, making them more accessible through  
a low-cost service called CaptionSync.
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